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majority adopted the former course, but a small minority—
about one per cent of the Kasmirl Hindus—follow Bhaskara
down to the present day.

There are thus now two sets of almanacs current in
Kasmny—the desl nechapat^r^ based on the Khanda-
khddya, and the Bosi nechapatfy™ based on the Graha-
Idghava. Between these two there may be as much as two
or three ghatikas difference in calculating the commence-
ment of a lunar day. Hence, sometimes, according to one
a lunar day may commence in one weekday, and according
to the other in another. In this way the followers of the
respective almanacs sometimes keep fasts or festivals on
•different days. The dates given for the entry of a planet
into one of the signs of the zodiac may differ so much as
two, four, or even eight days.

G. A. GRIERSON.
CAMBERLEY.

March 24, 1912.

NOTES ON VEDIC SYNTAX

1. In a notice1 of my work on the Aranyakas of the
Rgveda, Dr. Caland has raised a point of some interest as
to the use of the verb upa-vas. In the Sdnkhdyana
Aranyaka, xii, 8, occurs the phrase bhutikdmah puspena
trirdtropositah, which in my translation I rendered " a man
who desires prosperity should fast on flowers for three
days ". To Dr. Caland this appears comic, and the obvious
reading is pusyena, " under the Naksatra, Pusya."

Now that a sentence out of what is virtually a Sutra
should seem comic is hardly a reason to find another
reading obvious, for e.g. Dr. Caland's own renderings of
the Kausika and Vaitdna Sutras frequently seem too
absurd to be possible, and yet it would be wrong on that

1 Archiv fur Religionswissenschaft, xiv, 508, n. 1. I am indebted to
the author for sending it to me.
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722 VEDIC SYNTAX

account lightly to reject them.1 Pusyena is palseo-
graphically so obvious that it might have occurred to
Dr. Caland that there was some reason for it not
appearing in the text. And the reason is that it would
be very hard to find in Vedic Sanskrit, probably also in
classical Sanskrit, any real parallel for such a use of the
instrumental: triratropositah is of course equivalent to
trirdtram or trirdtrena upositah,2 and the instrumental
as denoting " duration" is, if not exactly very common,
still Vedic3 and classical.4 But on what authority is
the instrumental equated to "under the Naksatra, Pusya" ?
The best case I can conceive for the rendering is to regard
Pusya as here equivalent to the month Pausa, and to render
" for three nights during the month Pausa ". But against
that rendering tells (a) the fact that Pusya is not found in
this sense in the Vedic literature, so far as I know; the
St. Petersburg Dictionaries give nothing earlier than the
Visnu Purdna;5 and (b) the fact that such a use of
the instrumental is not known to me to have a parallel
in the Vedic texts, and for these reasons I did not read
pusyena, nor can I even accept the emendation now, until
it is shown to be syntactically probable.

I consider that puspena is best taken as an instrumental
denoting what nourishment the sacrificer was to enjoy
during his ritual fast (it need hardly be said that such
fasts were by no means absolute), and puspa in this
connexion is surely adequately defended by puspdiin in
Visnu Smrti, xcv, 7; presumably the sacrificer partook
of some decoction of flowers in place of the milk which
might have formed his diet. But the passage as a whole
is obscure, and I regret that Dr. Caland's acquaintance

1 See now Bloomfield, GGA. 1912, pp. 1 seqq.
2 See examples in BR. s.v.
3 Delbriick, Altind. Synt. p. 130.
4 Speyer, Vedische und Sanskrit-Syntax, p. 13.
6 Bohtlingk, s.v. 1c.
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VEDIC SYNTAX 723

with the Sutras should not have been able to throw light
upon it.

2. Dr. Caland seems to me more happy in his second
conjecture that in Aitareya Aranyaka, iii, 1. 4, and
Sdnkhdyana Aranyaka, vii, 10, in prthivi tvd devatd
risyati we should see arisyati, the future to the preceding
aorist drah. It may be that arisyati or arisyati is
concealed in the phrase, but it is not certainly the case.
Sayana takes risyati as hinasti, and the fact that the
active sense of the verb is specially Vedicx led me to think
he was right. As for the future sense of the indicative, it
is of course perfectly normal, and is adequately illustrated
by Delbriick2 and since the date of my book by Bloomfield.3

3. On the other hand, Dr. Caland's criticism of my
rendering of the presents with ha sma of Aitareya Aran-
yaka, i, 1. 3, and tidnkhdyana Aranyaka, iv, 7 by English
presents is in part an error, in part apparently founded on
a misunderstanding of the use of the English language.
In the former passage, as can be seen from my translation,
I use the historic present as the nearest equivalent to the
Vedic present with ha sma. The alternative was to render
with Delbrtlck * " was wont to ", and against this use, in
my opinion, there is to be set the fact that it would be
necessary then to render differently, e.g., $dnkhdyana
Aranyaka, vii, 5-7, and 11,12, and 13. All these passages
give views of authorities : the first three have simply iti
with the name; 11 has atha khalv dhur nirbhujavaktrdh,
and 12 and 13 have iti ha smdha: to render them
differently is not, in my opinion, consistent with the use
of English. In the case of Sdnkhdyana Aranyaka, iv, 7,

1 RV. viii, 48. 10; AV. xiv, 1. 30. Later the word as active seems
artificial.

2 Op. cit. pp. 278, 279. Cf. Gildersleeve, Greek Syntax, § 194.
3 JAOS. xxix, 294, 295. See also my criticism of Dr. Caland in

JRAS. 1909, p. 753.
4 Op. cit. pp. 502, 503 ; Synt. Forsch. ii, 129. For English see

Kellner, English Syntax, § 368.
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724 . VEDIC SYNTAX

the matter is complicated by the use of alcarot later with
vrnkte, the former in the protasis, the latter in the apodosis
of a relative sentence, and Dr. Caland has evidently
neglected to read the note on p. xiv of my translation,1

though it is referred to in my note on the passage, or the
note on the historic present at p. 245 of my Aitareya
Aranyalca, which shows not only knowledge of the Vedic
idiom but also compares it with the Homeric and Latin.
I should, however, add that the cases where ha ma are
used with aha and similar perfects with normally present
sense are of great interest, for they lead to the use of
uvaca in such cases, and, as the use has two aspects—
(a) the fact that the dictum exists up to the present and
is in English rendered as a present, (b) the fact that the
utterance was actually in the past—the use of uvaca leads
to the narrative perfect gradually invading the Brahmana
prose ; cf. JRAS. 1909, p. 150. The use of the present
in citing authorities no doubt assisted in the development
of the use of the present in the sense " was wont to ".
A good case of the development of the usage is seen in
Kdthalca Samhita, xxxiv, 17, where etad ha vd uvaca is
followed by sa ha sma vai . . . somam pibati and tarn,
ha sma yad dhuh and abravit.

4. One or two minor points may also be mentioned.
It would certainly be a gross error2 to translate djya in
Aitareya Aranyaka, i, 1. 1 and 2 as "ghee offering", when
it means djyasastra, but my rendering is " recitation with
the ghee offering ", which is the English for djyasastra,
and in my note I gave the references to the hymns.
Nyuna does not mean " leer " in Aitareya Aranyalca, i, 4. 2,

1 See also Delbriick, Yergl. Synt. ii, 261 seqq.
- But hardly so gross as Caland & Henry's rendering (L'Agnistoma,

p. 305) of the unaccented vdvrdhe in Taittirlya Samhita, i, 4. 20, as
"qui . . . a grandi". Yah in the first part of the verse has no predicate
expressed, but this common ellipsis (Delbriick, Altind. Synt. p. 11)
should not have misled the translators, who cannot be unaware of the
rules of the Vedic accent. And what of the rendering at p. 411 of
djydnim in Tailtiriya Samhita, iii, 3. 8/as " les beurres " (ajydni) 1
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VED1C SYNTAX 725

for it would spoil the sense so to take it, and in i, 1. 2 the
sense " small" is quite satisfactory;' sadas is correctly
rendered " seat" as a technical term of the sacrifice, while
mamsawdana and sthdli-pdka are given conventional
meanings;1 if phrases in Aitareya Aranyaka, v, 1. 1 and 2
are misinterpreted, the correct renderings should be given,
but to judge from the other corrections offered they will
require careful scrutiny. Nor do I see sufficient reason
to retain the I of the single MS. in place of the I (d).
Lindner, in his edition of the Kausitaki Brdhmana? has
followed the practice of restoring d and dh with his
MS. M and other authority, and I prefer this to the I of
the edition of the $rauta Sutra.

5. I have noticed all the points explicitly dealt with by
Dr. Caland and would now correct two errors of his. I am
glad to see his recognition of the merits of Friedlander's
work on the Mahavrata, which had been unaccountably
overlooked by scholars until I drew attention to its worth.
Friedlander, however, has not translated the section on
the Mahavrata, but only the first (and rather the smaller)
part, so that the less favourable impression caused by the
later version must be due in part only to imagination.
Secondly, it is not true that Adhyayas vii-xv were
unknown until edited by me. Weber had made some use
of them and had cited them once or twice; and what is
more important, not only have I explicitly stated, but the
most cursory reading would have shown, that their contents
do not coincide with those of the Aitareya Aranyaka;
the similarity ends with viii, and ix-xv are quite new, as
was made clear long ago by Weber.3

1 It is quite impracticable to avoid using conventional renderings
unless the Sanskrit is always kept, and Dr. Caland himself does so
elsewhere. For sadas as properly and originally " seat", see Satapatha
Brahmana, iii, 6. 1. 1 ; sthalipdka is dealt with in my Aitareya Aran-

p. 254.

Granmi. p. 45.
3 Indian Literature, p. 50, n. 37.
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726 „ AGE CRITERIA IN THE RIGVEDA

6. I take this opportunity of claiming the support
of Dr. Caland1 for the criticism which I made2 of
von Schroeder's argument, in favour of the theory of the
early Vedic drama, that the gods were conceived as
dancing in mimetic dances. He regards the use of the
word " dance " as quite inadequate to show that this is
the case. I agree also with the criticism8 of the theory
of the Lopamudra and Agastya hymn, but the author has
overlooked the fact that his argument from the Kdthaka
was anticipated in 1909 by myself 4 as well as independently
by Oldenberg.6

A. BERRIEDALE KEITH.

AGE CRITERIA IN THE RIGVEDA

Professor Bloomfield has in an article in the JAOS.6

brought forward some important cases where there is
conclusive evidence of imitation and therefore of relative
chronology in the Rgveda. It is of interest to consider
how far these instances bear out the results achieved
by metrical and linguistic tests by Professor Arnold in
his Vedic Metre.

It is beyond reasonable doubt that the absurd ana£vo
jdto anabhisur arva in i, 152. 5 is an imitation of
anasvo jato anabhisur ukthyb of iv, 36. 1 : now the
metrical tests and the linguistic assign i, 152 to the
strophic period, which is the second of Professor Arnold's
periods, and iv, 36 to the normal, the third of the periods.
It is certain that i, 92. 11 and 12 are modelled on
i, 124. 2, which Professor Bloomfield rightly calls " the

1 Archiv fiir Jteligionswissensckaft, xiv, 500. 2 JRAS. 1911, p. 998.
3 Op. cit. p. 502. 4 JRAS. 1909, p. 205, n. 2.
5 GGA. 1909, p. 77. I take this opportunity of observing that

Bloomfield's criticism of Caland's rendering of dcdrydh in the Vaitdna
(GGA. 1912, p. 19) might perhaps be modified in view of the use of
ucdrydh in Aitareya Aranyaha, iii, 2. 6; Sdnkhdyana Aranyaha, viii, 11;
•cf. my translation of the latter work, p. 56, n. 3.

6 xxxi, 49-69.
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